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We describe the decomposition of Abrikosov vortices into decoupled pancake vortices in superconductors having both electron and hole charge carriers. We estimate the critical current of such a decomposition, at which a superconducting-normal state transition occurs, and find that it is very sensitive to the magnetic field and temperature. The effect can be observed in recently synthesized self-doped high-$T_c$ layered superconductors with electrons and holes coexisting in different Cu-O planes and in artificial $p$-$n$ superconductor heterostructures. The sensitivity of the critical current to a magnetic field may be used for sensors and detectors of a magnetic field, which can be built up from the superconductor heterostructures.

Recently, great progress has been made in atomic-layer synthesis of precise multilayers and superlattices with high-$T_c$ superconductors having good characteristics and uniformity [1]. This opens up prospects for development of a variety of novel devices, combining different functionality. A possible realization of such a heterostructure is a multilayer consisting of alternating high-$T_c$ and low-$T_c$ superconductors (e.g., a stack of YBa$_2$Cu$_3$O$_7$/Nb junctions [2]). In these multilayers, the charge carriers in the neighboring layers have different signs (holes ($p$) in high-$T_c$ and electrons ($n$) in low-$T_c$ layers) forming $p$-$n$ superconductor heterostructures. Moreover, the synthesis has been recently reported of self-doped layered superconductors with the composition Ba$_2$Ca$_2$Cu$_4$O$_8$F$_2$ having $p$ and $n$ types of charge carriers in different Cu-O planes [3]. In these compounds, two neighboring Cu-O planes are electron doped while the next two planes are hole doped.

It can be expected that due to alternating $p$ and $n$ conductivity in the layers, the physical properties of the combined electron-hole superconductors should be very unusual for both the self-doped compounds and artificial heterostructures. These may include an anomalous intrinsic Josephson effect and a very peculiar Hall effect. It is well established that in the layered superconductors, an Abrikosov vortex is viewed as a stack of pancakes — two dimensional vortices, each of them located in a single superconducting layer. We expect that the properties of the single vortex and the behavior of the flux line lattice (FLL) should be very specific in the $p$-$n$ superconductors. Here, an Abrikosov vortex experiences a sign-alternating component of the force acting on pancake vortices in $p$ or $n$ superconducting layers when the electric current is applied. This alternating force is a consequence of the dependence of the Hall electromotive force (emf) on the sign of the charge carriers. In highly anisotropic superconductors, even a weak alternating force arising at low current density can destroy the pancake vortex stack due to weak vortex rigidity. We should also note that the anomalous Hall effect with a sign change of Hall emf with magnetic field is observed in typical high-$T_c$ materials [4]. Recent experiments [5] reveal that such an anomaly can be attributed to the presence of both $p$ and $n$ types of charge carriers rather than to the properties of the FLL in superconducting cuprates. Thus, the study of superconducting materials with coexisting $p$ and $n$ types of conductivity is of interest for both fundamental physics and applications.

In this Letter, we analyze consequences that follow from the Hall effect in $p$-$n$ layered compounds [3]. The sign of the Hall emf depends on the sign of the charge carriers. A component of the force, $F_H$, acting on each of the pancake vortices in the direction collinear to the current flow also depends on the sign of the charge carriers. As a result, due to the alternating $p$ and $n$ types of conductivity in different layers in the $p$-$n$ superconductor, the value $F_H$ changes its sign with the period $d_c$. Here, $d_c$ is either the crystal lattice constant in the $c$ direction (for layered superconductors) or the interlayer distance (in the case of artificial heterostructures). The force $F_H$ is small compared to the Lorentz force $F_L$, which is independent of the sign of the charge carriers and directed perpendicular to the current. However, the tilt modulus, $C_{44}$, of the FLL is small in layered superconductors and the sign-alternating force $F_H$ can “slice” the stack of pancakes at current densities $j$ much smaller than the deparing current density $j_d$. Such an effect gives rise to a decoupling of the pancake vortices in the vortex stacks and produces a melting of the pancake vortex lattice with a mechanism different from the vortex loop unbinding discussed, e.g., in Ref. [6]. In the present case, each vortex of the FLL is decomposed after melting into decoupled $n$- and $p$- pancakes forming an $n$-, $p$- pancake “plasma.” The existence of such a “plasma” may give rise to either positive or negative Hall constant. The resulting sign of the Hall constant depends on the mobility and the concentration of the $p$ and $n$ charge carriers. Here, we consider the dissociation of pancake vortices into an $n$-$p$ pancake “plasma” and analyze the effect of $F_H$ on the value of
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the melting temperature, $T_m$, of the FLL. We found that the alternating Hall force significantly affects the FLL melting temperature in the layered $p$-$n$ superconductors even at relatively low values of the applied current density. Therefore, we believe that this phenomenon can be observed experimentally and used in applications. We believe also that in the case of the self-doped cuprates, it can confirm independently the picture of alternating $n$ and $p$ Cu-O planes suggested for the self-doped superconductors in Ref. [3] on the basis of ARPES data.

Model.—We describe the FLL motion by the Nozières-Vinen model [7], which is appropriate for estimates (except the case of $d$-wave superconductors in the superclean limit [8]). According to this model, the dynamic equation for FLL moving with velocity $v_L$ can be written as

$$\frac{n_x e}{c} (v_s - v_L) \times B_L = -\eta v_L,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $n_x$, $e$, and $v_s$ are the density, charge, and velocity of the superconducting charge carriers, $B_L$ is the magnetic induction produced by the lattice of the pancake vortices, $\eta = \sigma_{n} H_{Jz} B_{Lz} / c^2$ is the flux flow viscosity, and $\sigma_{n}$ is the normal state conductivity. The supercurrent, $j = en_x v_s$, is directed along the $x$ axis, and the magnetic induction is along the $z$ axis. Solving the last equation, we get for the FLL velocity components $v_{Lx} = \chi |v_s|/(1 + \chi^2)$ and $v_{Lz} = \chi \text{sign}(e) v_{Lx}$, where $\chi = j B_L / \eta |v_s| = c j / |v_s| \sigma_{n} H_{Jz}$ and we assume that $j > 0$, while the direction of the condensate velocity $v_s$ depends on the sign of the charge $e$. Thus, the direction of the vortex drift along the current depends on the sign of the charge carriers in the superconductor. From the equation $E = - v_L \times B_L / c$, we find the electric field components $E_x = v_{Lx} B_L / c$ and $E_y = -v_{Lz} B_L / c$, and the Hall angle $\theta_H = E_y / E_x = -\chi \text{sign}(e)$.

Here, we consider a layered superconductor with alternating $p$ and $n$ types of conductivity having the periodicity $d_z$ in the $z$ direction. Fig. 1. The sign-alternating force $F_H(z)$ and the Lorentz force $F_L = j B_L / c$ produce the FLL displacement $u_L$ in the $xy$ plane. Within the elastic limit, this displacement can be calculated from the elasticity equation for moving FLL [9]

$$\frac{1}{c} j \times B_L - \frac{n_x e(z)}{c} v_L \times B_L + \eta v_L = - \int \left[ C_{66} k_z^2 + C_{44} k_z^2 \right] u_L(k_z) e^{ik \cdot r} \frac{d^2 k}{(2\pi)^3},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $e(z) = |e| \text{sign}(e)$ is a periodical sign-alternating steplike function with the absolute value $|e|$ and period $d_z$, and $C_{66}$ and $C_{44}$ are the shear and tilt modulus of the FLL. Here, we consider the case when $j$ is higher than the critical current due to pinning. In this case, we neglect the pinning force in Eq. (2) and $u_L \ll \chi |v_s|$, which can be averaged out for fast moving FLL [9].

Instability current at $T = 0$.—At first, we consider the case of low temperatures. In this case, the displacement
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where $n_x$, $e$, and $v_s$ are the density, charge, and velocity of the superconducting charge carriers, $B_L$ is the magnetic induction produced by the lattice of the pancake vortices, $\eta = \sigma_{n} H_{Jz} B_{Lz} / c^2$ is the flux flow viscosity, and $\sigma_{n}$ is the normal state conductivity. The supercurrent, $j = en_x v_s$, is directed along the $x$ axis, and the magnetic induction is along the $z$ axis. Solving the last equation, we get for the FLL velocity components $v_{Lx} = \chi |v_s|/(1 + \chi^2)$ and $v_{Lz} = \chi \text{sign}(e) v_{Lx}$, where $\chi = j B_L / \eta |v_s| = c j / |v_s| \sigma_{n} H_{Jz}$ and we assume that $j > 0$, while the direction of the condensate velocity $v_s$ depends on the sign of the charge $e$. Thus, the direction of the vortex drift along the current depends on the sign of the charge carriers in the superconductor. From the equation $E = - v_L \times B_L / c$, we find the electric field components $E_x = v_{Lx} B_L / c$ and $E_y = -v_{Lz} B_L / c$, and the Hall angle $\theta_H = E_y / E_x = -\chi \text{sign}(e)$.
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where $e(z) = |e| \text{sign}(e)$ is a periodical sign-alternating steplike function with the absolute value $|e|$ and period $d_z$, and $C_{66}$ and $C_{44}$ are the shear and tilt modulus of the FLL. Here, we consider the case when $j$ is higher than the critical current due to pinning. In this case, we neglect the pinning force in Eq. (2) and $u_L \ll \chi |v_s|$, which can be averaged out for fast moving FLL [9].

Instability current at $T = 0$.—At first, we consider the case of low temperatures. In this case, the displacement $j$ component. Then, we derive from Eq. (2)

$$j B_L e^{ik (x,H,c)} = C_{44} (k_z) k_z^2 u_L(x,H,c),$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $e(k_z)$ is the Fourier transform of $e(z)$. If $B_L > H_{c1}$, the main contribution to the FLL elastic energy for layered superconductors comes from the magnetic interaction of the pancakes in different layers, while the terms due to the Josephson coupling [9] as well as due to polarization effects [10] are small. In this case, we can ignore the specific symmetry of the $p$-$n$ superconductor order parameter and electrical polarization at the respective $p$-$n$ interfaces and express the FLL elastic modulus in the form [9]

$$C_{44} k_z^2 = U_{44} \approx \frac{B_L \Phi_0}{32 \pi^2 a_{ab}^3 \lambda_{ab}^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $a_L = \sqrt{2 \Phi_0 / \sqrt{3} B_L}$ is the FLL constant, $\Phi_0$ is the flux quantum, and $\lambda_{ab}$ is the in-plane London penetration depth. Neglecting logarithmic dependence of $U_{44}$ on $k_z$, and using Eqs. (3) and (4), we can approximate $u_L$ as

$$u_L(x,H,c) = \pm \frac{8 \pi^2 c^2}{|v_s| \sigma_n \ln(\Phi_0 / B_L d_z)} \left( \frac{j}{j_d} \right)^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where different signs correspond to the layers with different types of charge carriers, $j_d = c \Phi_0 / 2 \sqrt{2 \pi a_{ab}^2} = c H_{c2} \kappa_{GL} / \sqrt{2} \lambda_{ab}$ is the depairing current density in the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) approximation, $\xi_{ab}$ is the coherence length in the $ab$ plane, and $\kappa_{GL} = \lambda_{ab} / \xi_{ab} \gg 1$ is the GL parameter.
If the value of the total displacement, \(2|u_{Lz}(j)|\), becomes of the order of the lattice constant \(a_L\), the FLL will be destroyed (“sliced”, see Fig. 1) by the current induced sign-alternating force \(F_H\). For example, if \(2|u_{Lz}(j)| = a_L/2\), the minimum of the magnetic energy corresponding to the triangular FLL disappears and some instability giving rise to the FLL decoupling occurs. We can estimate the current density \(j^*\) at which this “slice” instability arises using Lindemann criterion, \(2|u_{Lz}(j^*)| = c_L a_L\), where \(c_L \sim 0.1\) is the Lindemann constant. As a result, using Eq. (5), we obtain

\[
\frac{j^*}{j_d} = 0.14 \frac{c_L |v_x| \sigma_n \Phi_0}{e^2 B_L} \sqrt{\frac{\ln(\Phi_0/B_L d_c^2)}{\alpha^2}}. \tag{6}
\]

We take for estimates \(|v_x| = 3 \times 10^7\) cm/s (characteristic Fermi velocity), \(\sigma_n = 10^{16}\) s\(^{-1}\), \(d_c = 3\) nm (both values characteristic for layered high-\(T_c\) superconductors), and \(c_L = 0.1\). The calculated dependence \(j^*(B_L)\) is shown in Fig. 2 by a solid line. As it is seen from the figure, the FLL will be destroyed if the transport current is of the order of a few percent of the depairing current.

Alternative estimate of instability current.—The Lindemann criterion used above gives an approximate value of \(j^*\) and an alternative estimate of the instability current is of significance. We can do it using the following approach. The increase of the FLL elastic energy \(\Delta F_L\) due to the periodical displacement \(u_{Lz}(z)\) can be presented as \(\Delta F_L = \sum \Phi_{44}(k_z)|u_{Lz}(k_z)|^2/2\), where \(k_z = 2\pi n/d_c\). Using Eq. (2) with \(|e(k_z)|/|e| = 2/\pi n\), we derive with the same accuracy as Eq. (5)

\[
\Delta F_L(j) = \frac{1}{3} \frac{B_L \Phi_0}{|u_{Lz}(k_z)|^2} \frac{c^4}{|v_x| \sigma_n \lambda_{ab}} \left(\frac{j}{j_d}\right)^4. \tag{7}
\]

The melting to liquid of the FLL consisting of the ordered stacks of pancake vortices gives rise to a change \(\Delta M\) in the sample magnetization [11]. The destruction of the ordered FLL by the current should also be accompanied by a magnetization change and, as a consequence, by the change of the magnetic energy \(\Delta F_M = \Delta MB_L\). Then, the current that destroys FLL can be estimated using the condition \(\Delta F_L(j^*) = \Delta MB_L\). In doing so, we obtain from Eq. (7)

\[
\frac{j^*_m}{j_d} = \frac{\xi}{\Phi_0 c^4} \frac{3 \Delta M \sigma_n^2 \lambda_{ab}^4 \ln(\Phi_0/B_L d_c^2)}{3 \Phi_0 c^4}, \tag{8}
\]

where \(\xi\) is a constant of the order of unity. The dependence of \(j^*_m/j_d\) on \(B_L\) at \(\xi = 1\) is shown by dashed lines in Fig. 2. To calculate this function, we use the same values as for \(j^*\), \(\lambda_{ab} = 200\) nm, and \(\Delta M = 0.06\) and 0.03 G, which corresponds to \(\Delta M\) measured in Refs. [11,12] for FLL melting in B2212 in a wide temperature range. As is seen from the figure, values \(j^*\) and \(j^*_m\) are of the same order; however, their dependence on \(B_L\) is different. This result confirms the reliability of the crude Lindemann criterion for our goals.

Instability current at \(T \neq 0\).—Here, we estimate the FLL melting temperature, \(T_m(j)\), in the \(p-n\) superconductor using the Lindemann criterion as for \(T = 0\). The temperature fluctuations contribute to the FLL displacement, and if the mean squared thermal displacement in the \(y\) direction, \(\langle u_{Lz}^2 \rangle_{\text{th}}\), becomes comparable to the spacing between the pancakes in different layers, \(a_L - 2|u_{Lz}(j)|\), then these fluctuations significantly affect the transition current \(j^*\). The crystal is almost isotropic in the \(ab\) plane. Consequently, the \(x\) - and \(y\)-components of the mean squared thermal displacement are equal, \(\langle u_{Lz}^2 \rangle_{\text{th}} = \langle u_{Lz}^2 \rangle_{\text{th}}\). In the elastic limit, the FLL mean squared thermal displacement in the \(y\) direction can be expressed as [13]

\[
\langle u_{Lz}^2 \rangle_{\text{th}} = k_B T \int \frac{d^3k}{(2\pi)^3} \frac{1}{C_{66}(k_x^2 + k_y^2)} \Phi_{44}(k_z), \tag{9}
\]

where \(k_B\) is the Boltzmann constant. Using Eq. (4) for the elastic modulus and performing integration in the limits \(0 < k_x, k_y < 2\pi/a_L\) and \(0 < k_z < 2\pi/d_c\), we derive with the same accuracy as Eq. (5)

\[
\langle u_{Lz}^2 \rangle_{\text{th}} \approx \frac{k_B T}{16 \pi^2 C_{66} d_c} \ln(1 + 4 \pi^2 C_{66} U_{44}/a_L^2). \tag{10}
\]

where \(U_{44}\) is taken at \(k_z = 2\pi/d_c\). At low magnetic fields, when \(4 \pi^2 C_{66}/U_{44} a_L^2 = \sqrt{3} \pi^2 B_L \lambda_{ab}^2/\Phi_0 \ln(\Phi_0/B_L d_c^2) \ll 1\), the thermal displacement is defined by the tilt modulus only, \(\langle u_{Lz}^2 \rangle_{\text{th}} = k_B T/4 U_{44} a_L^2 d_c\), while both shear and tilt deformations are of importance at higher fields.

The temperature dependence of the crossover current density \(j^*(T)\) is determined by the Lindemann equality \(\langle u_{Lz}^2 \rangle_{\text{th}}^1/2 + 2|u_{Lz}^*[(j^*(T))] = c_L a_L\), which generalizes our

FIG. 2 (color online). The dependence of the instability currents on the magnetic induction \(B_L\) at \(|v_x| = 3 \times 10^7\) cm/s, \(\sigma_n = 10^{16}\) s\(^{-1}\), and \(d_c = 3\) nm; solid (black) line is the value \(j^*/j_d\) calculated using Eq. (6); upper (red) dashed line is the value \(j^*_m/j_d\) calculated using Eq. (8) at \(\Delta M = 0.06\) G and lower (blue) dashed line is \(j^*_m/j_d\) at \(\Delta M = 0.03\) G.
FIG. 3 (color online). The dependence $j^*(T)/j_d$ on $T$ at different $B_L$; the parameters are the same as in Fig. 2 and $\lambda_{ab}^2(T) = \lambda_{ab}^2(0)/(1 - T/T_c)$, $\lambda_{ab}(0) = 200$ nm, $T_c = 60$ K.

previous result for low temperatures. From the latter equation, we get

$$\left(\frac{j^*(T)}{j_d}\right)^2 = \left(\frac{\nu_s}{j_d}\right)^2 - \frac{\nu_s |\sigma_n| \ln(\Phi_0/B_L d^2)}{16 \pi c^2 (u_{L_y}^2(T)/\mu)_{th}^{1/2}},$$

(11)

where $(u_{L_y}^2(T))_{th}$ is given by Eq. (10). The curves $j^*(T)$ are shown in Fig. 3 for different magnetic fields. In calculations, we use the same parameters as for the curves in Fig. 2 and $\lambda_{ab}^2(T) = \lambda_{ab}^2(0)/(1 - T/T_c)$, $\lambda_{ab}(0) = 200$ nm, $T_c = 60$ K. We assume also that $\nu_s$ and $\sigma_n$ are independent of $T$. As it follows from the figure, the effect of temperature is of importance even at relatively weak magnetic fields.

Conclusions.—We show that the unusual “slicing” instability of the pancake vortex lattice can occur in recently synthesized self-doped high-$T_c$ layered superconductors with electron and hole charge carriers alternating in different Cu-O planes and in $p$-$n$ superconductor heterostructures, e.g., in the artificial hight-$T_c$ or low-$T_c$ multilayers. The critical current which gives rise to this instability is significantly smaller than the depairing current $j_d$ and the effect of the current density on the FLL melting temperature is very strong. The critical current has a pronounced dependence on magnetic field in a very broad range remaining at the same time smaller than $j_d$. For example, even at moderate magnetic fields ($B_L \leq 1$ kG), the critical current is less than 1% of $j_d$, and it can reduce the FLL melting temperature to zero (see Figs. 2 and 3). This allows one to seek the quantum melting of the FLL in such materials. The predicted effect may be used to shed light on the distinction between Bragg and vortex glass states in the layered superconducting heterostructures. Its existence is a signature of the vortex glass, since vortices there are mobile (rather than in the Bragg glass) and are more easily decoupled. The predicted effect can be of importance for applications. In particular, when we apply a current to a system in a magnetic field oriented perpendicular to the $p$-$n$ superconducting layers, we can switch it from a superconducting to a resistive state when the current reaches the critical value found in the present Letter. This is accomplished by a pronounced jump on the current-voltage characteristics. Thus, the $p$-$n$ heterostructure can be used as a nonlinear circuit element (switch, fault-current limiter).

The sensitivity of such a device can be easily tuned by changing magnetic field in a broad range, from gauss to tesla, or by temperature. Our finding may also serve as an additional method for study of the electronic properties of the $p$-$n$ high-$T_c$ layered superconductors.
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